Linco R200 | General Information

The Linco R200 actuator is a very robust actuator and is therefore adaptable for many applications. Suitable for both inside and outside, should you be requiring a dependable motor the R200 will serve you very well for many years ahead.

A powerful motor for its size and requiring proportionally less length than some other models you can ‘move mountains’ with ease. Having a smaller size means that in many commercial or industrial applications there is less intrusion of the working space. This reduces the risk of damage to the motors, your equipment and personnel.

Another element of these actuators that leans them towards industrial or commercial applications is that they have a large duty cycle. Basically this means that you can use them more often over any given period without the need of servicing or risk of failure.

Linco R200 | Features

- Compact size
- Standard anodised aluminium casing
- Simple installation
- Quiet and smooth actuator operation
- For use on all window frame types
- Various control options
- Large duty cycle
- Stroke length of 150mm
The louvre operating system is to be the Linco R200 with a predetermined stroke length and 2 in-built micro limit switches.

Actuators are to have sintered brass gear drives and be capable of performing a minimum of 10,000 strokes.

The actuators are available from Unique Window Services, (07) 3265-5771.